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1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this note is to prove the reciprocity law of higher dimen-
sional local class field theory with the help of class formations. We work
with generalized class formations as introduced by Koya in [Ko1]. He
uses them to prove the reciprocity law for 2-local fields. We extend his
method to arbitrary higher dimensional local fields. In order to outline our
result we first review higher dimensional local class field theory.
Let K be an n-local field, i.e., there is a sequence of fields k0 , k1 , ..., kn=K
such that ki is a complete discretely valued field with residue field ki&1 and
k0 is finite. Let GK be the absolute Galois group of K and GabK its maximal
abelian quotient. Let K Mn (K ) be the n th Milnor K-group of K. The main
result of higher dimensional local class field theory is the following
Theorem (Reciprocity Law). There exist a canonical homomorphism
(the reciprocity map)
\: K Mn (K)  G
ab
K
with dense image. For each finite abelian extension LK, \ induces an
isomorphism
K Mn (K)NLKK
M
n (L)$Gal(LK).
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This theorem is due to Kato ([Ka 1, Ka 2]; for an overview of the proof
see the survey article of W. Raskind [Ra]). In the case char K>0 it has
been proved independently by Parshin [Pa1]. A different and more
elementary proof has been found by Fesenko (see [Fe] for an overview of
his approach and further references). Kato’s proof is based on a duality
theorem which is a generalization of the classical Tate duality to higher
dimensional local fields. Koya has given a different approach by generaliz-
ing the concept of class formations. We are going to recall this briefly.
Let G be a profinite group and let C . be a bounded complex of discrete
G-modules whose positive terms are zero. The pair (G, C .) is called a class
formation if the following axioms are satisfied:1
(CF1) For all open subgroups H of G,
H 1(H, C .)=0.
(CF2) For each subgroup H of G there exists an isomorphism
invH : H 2(H, C
.)  QZ.
(CF3) For all pairs of open subgroups VUG the diagram
H 2(U, C .) wwres H 2(V, C .)
invU invV
QZ m QZ
commutes with m=[U : V].
A class formation gives rise to an abstract class field theory. This can be
summarized as follows
(2.2) Theorem. Let (G, C .) be a class formation. For every open sub-
group H there exists a canonical map
\H : H 0(H, C
.)  H ab
with dense image. If VUG is a pair of open subgroups then the diagram
H 0(V, C .) ww\V V ab
cor
H 0(U, C .) ww\u U ab
commutes. If U is normal in V, then \V induces an isomorphism
Coker(cor: H 0(V, C .)  H 0(U, C .))$(UV )ab.
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If C . consists of a single G-module in degree 0 this is a classical result
of Tate. If C . is two-term complex such that except of the 0th and (&1)th
term all terms are zero it has been proved by Koya in [Ko1]. The general
case is an easy consequence of the TateNakayamaKoya Theorem [Ko2]
as we will see in Section 2.
Theorem 2.2 applies to the class field theory of 1- and 2-local fields as
follows. If K is a 1-local field then (GK , Gm) is a class formation. If K is a
2-local field then it is shown in [Ko1] (by using (3.12) below) that
(GK , Z(2)[2]) is a class formation. Here Z(2) is the 2-term complex intro-
duced by Lichtenbaum in [Li2]. Generally for every field F (or more
generally for every regular scheme) Lichtenbaum has conjectured the exist-
ence of complexes of GF-modules Z(m), m0, satisfying some basic axioms
(see [Li1]). The existence of these complexes are known yet only for m2.
This is the reason why Koya deals only with the case n=2.
By working with the ‘‘decomposable part of motivic cohomology’’ Z8 (n)
studied by Kahn in [Kn] we are able to give a new proof of the reciprocity
law for n-local fields for arbitrary n. In Section 3 we shall show that
(GK , Z8 (n)[n]) is a class formation. As a consequence we obtain the
following slightly improved reciprocity law
(3.14) Theorem. For every Galois extension LK, \ induces an
isomorphism
K Mn (K )NLKK
M
n (L)$Gal(LK)
ab.
In the case char K=0, a second proof by using the Bloch complex
instead of Z8 (n) will be sketched at the end of section 3.
Finally we mention that in the case char K=p>0, Parshin has found a
proof of the p-part of the reciprocity law by using class formations in the
classical sense (see [Pa2], [Pa3]).
Notations. Let G be a profinite group and A a discrete G-module. By
1(G, A) we denote the fixmodule AG. For an integer m, Am and Am
denote the kernel and cokernel of the map A wm A.
By D(G) we denote the derived category of the category of discrete
G-modules. For triangels in D(G) we use the notation A .  B .  C . 
A .[1]. Let X be a complex of G-modules. By H qX } we denote the q th
cohomology of X .. X .[n] denotes the complex (X .[n])q=Xn+q, dX .[n]=
(&1)n dX . . trX
. and trX
. denote the complexes
tr X
.: } } }  Xr&2  Xr&1  Ker d r  0
tr X
.: 0  Im d r&1  Xr  Xr+1  } } } .
If G is a finite group and A . is a bounded complex of G-modules then
H q(G, A .) is the qth modified hypercohomology group of G as introduced
in [Ko1] and [Kn].
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For a field K let +m be the GK-module of m th roots of unity. We use the
standard notation Zm( j)=+ jm , j>0 if (char K, m)=1 and Zp
i( j)=
Wi 0 jX, log if char K=p>0. Finally we set QZ( j)= Zm( j).
I thank the Institute for Advanced Study for hospitality and the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft for support.
2. ABSTRACT CLASS FIELD THEORY
In this section we shall prove Theorem (2.2). We need the following (see
[Ko2])
(2.1) Theorem (TateNakayamaKoya). Let G be a finite group and
A . be a bounded complex of G-modules. Let a be an element of H 2(G, A .).
Assume that for every subgroup H of G we have:
(i) H 1(H, A .)=0
(ii) H 2(H, A .) is generated by resGH(a) whose order is equal to
*(H ).
Then for every integer q and every subgroup H of G we have
H q&2(H, Z)$H q(H, A .).
Now the proof of (2.2) is similar to the proof of [Ko1, Theorem 3.2] so
we omit some details.
Let H be an open normal subgroup of G. From the triangle in D(GH)
t0R1(H, C
.)  R1(H, C .)  t1 R1(H, C
.)  t0R1(H, C
.)[1]
(CF1) and [Ko1, Prop. (1.2)] we get
H 1(GH, t0R1(H, C
.))=0
and
H 2(GH, t0 R1(H, C
.))=Ker(H 2(G, C .)  H 2(H, C .)).
Note that H 1t1R1(H, C
.)=H 1(H, C .)=0 hence
H 2(GH, t1 R1(H, C
.))=H 0(GH, H 2R1(H, C .))=H 2(H, C .)GH.
Now (CF2), (CF3) yield
H 0(GH, t0R1(H, C
.))=H &2(GH, Z)=(GH)ab.
Therefore by [Ko 1, Prop. 1.2] we get an isomorphism
Coker(cor: H 0(H, C .)  H 0(G, C .))$(GH)ab.
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By composing it with the natural projection we obtain a surjective map
H 0(G, C .)  (GH)ab. On passing to the projective limit over all open nor-
mal subgroups H we get the map \: H 0(G, C .)  Gab.
3. HIGHER DIMENSIONAL LOCAL CLASS FIELD THEORY
Let K be a field and let Gm be the multiplicative group of a separable
closure Ks of K considered as a GK -module. We put Z8 (n)=G
Ln
m [&n].
(3.1) Lemma [Kn, Prop. 1]. (i) Z8 (n) is acyclic outside of [1, n].
(ii) For each m prime to char K there exists a triangle
Z8 (n) wm Z8 (n) wZm(n) w Z8 (n)[1].
The following result has been proved by Lichtenbaum in the case n=2
(see [Li2] Lemma 4.2)
(3.2) Lemma. There is a canonical map . : (K*)n  Hn(K, Z8 (n)) such
that the diagram
proj
(K*)n ww. Hn(K, Z8 (n))
:
K Mn (K ) ww
hK H n(K, Zm(n))
commutes up to the sign (&1)n(n&1)2. Here m is prime to char K, : is
induced by the above triangle and hK denotes the Galois symbol.
Proof. Put A=Gm , Am=+m and G=GK . Let
0 wR&1 wR0 w= A w0 (3.3)
be the following complex of GK -modules: R0 is the free-abelian group with
basis A and natural G-operation and = is the G-linear map defined by
=(a)=a on the basis; R&1 is the kernel of =. Then ALn=Tot((R .)n)
where the right-hand side is defined recursively through Tot((R .)n)=
Tot(R .Tot((R .)n&1)). We define . to be the composite
1(G, A)n$H 0(Tot(1(G, R .)n)  H 01(G, Tot((R .)n)
 H 0(G, ALn).
To verify the first isomorphism note that (3.3) remains exact after applying
1(G, ...).
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The second assertion will be shown by induction. The case n=1 is
obvious. Assume the assertion is true for n&1, n>1. Let X .=
Tot((R .)n&1). Note that AX .$ALn in D(G) and there exists a quasi-
isomorphism An&1m [n&1]  X
.m. By using the induction hypotheses it is
clearly enough to see that the diagram (where $ denotes the connecting
map)
:1(G, A)n H 0(G, ALn)
$. b : :
H 1(G, Am)H n&1(G, A
n&1
m ) ww
_ Hn(G, Anm )
commutes up to the sign (&1)n&1. One may factor the upper horizontal
map as
1(G, A)n  1(G, A)Coker(1(G, X&1)  1(G, X 0))
 Coker(1(G, AX&1)  1(G, AX 0))
 H 0(G, ALn).
The last arrow is an edge morphism of the hypercohomology spectral
sequence
E p, q=Hq(G, AX p) O H p+q(G, AX .).
The right vertical map factors as
1(G, A)n ww1(G, A)Coker(1(G, X&1)  1(G, X 0))
ww1(G, A)H 0(G, X .) (edge morphism)
ww$: H 1(G, Am)H n&1(G, A
n&1
m ).
Therefore we are reduced to show that the diagram
_
_
1(G, A)1(G, X 0) 1(G, AX 0)
1(G, A)H 0(G, X .) H 0(G, AX .)
$: :
H 1(G, Am)H 0(G, X
.m) H 1(G, AmX
.m)
$ $
H 1(G, Am)Hn&1(G, A
n&1
m ) H
n(G, Anm )
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commutes up to (&1)n&1. This can be done easily by a diagram chase,
using the diagrams
_
_
H 0(G, AX 0) ww H 0(G, AX .)
$ : (3.4)
H 1(G, Am X 0m) wwH 1(G, Am X
.m)
H 0(G, Am X 0m) ww H 0(G, X
.)
(3.5)
H 0(G, X 0m) wwH 0(G, X .m)
H 0(G, A)H 0(G, X 0) H 0(G, AX 0)
$ id $ (3.6)
H 1(G, Am)H 0(G, X 0) ww
_ H 1(G, Am X 0m)
H 1(G, Am)H 0(G, X 0m) ww
_ H 1(G, AmX 0m)
(3.7)
H 1(G, Am)Hn&1(G, A
n&1
m ) H
n(G, Anm )
The horizontal maps in (3.4) and (3.5) and the vertical maps in (3.7) are edge
morphisms. Obviously (3.4) and (3.5) commute. By [AW, Theorem 4],
(3.6) (resp., (3.7)) commutes (resp., commutes up to (&1)n&1). K
Unfortunately (3.1)(ii) is wrong if char K=p>0 and m is a power of p.
We are going to modify Z8 (n) is this case such that (3.1)(ii) remains true.
By [BK, Corollary 2.8] we know that the Galois symbol hK : K Mn (K )p
m
Hn(K, Zpm(n)) is an isomorphism and by [Iz] that K Mn (K ) has no
p-torsion. Let Z( p) be the localization of Z at p.
(3.8) Definition. If char K=0 let C .K=Z8 (n)[n]. If char K=p>0 let
C .K=G
Ln Z[1p]K Mn (Ks)[&n]Z( p) .
The following is now clear:
(3.9) Lemma. (i) C .K is acyclic outside of [&(n&1), 0].
(ii) For every positive integer m there is a triangle
C .K w
m C .K wZm(n)[n] wC
.
K [1].
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(iii) There exists a canonical map (K*)n  H 0(K, C .K) such that the
diagram
(K*)n ww H 0(K, C })
K Mn (K ) wwH
n(K, Zm(n))
commutes up to sign.
(3.10) Theorem. Let K be an n-local field. Then (GK , C
.
K) is a class
formation.
This is now a simple consequence of the following two results.
(3.11) Theorem [BK; Ra, Lemma 2.14]. The Galois symbol hK: K Mn (K )m
Hn(K, Zm(n)) is bijective.
(3.12) Theorem [Ka2, Section 3, Prop. 1; Ra, Theorem 2.5].
(i) There exists a canonical isomorphism Hn+1(K, QZ(n))  QZ
(ii) If LK is a finite extension then
Hn+1(K, QZ(n)) wwres H n+1(L, QZ(n))
$ $
QZ [L : K ] QZ
commutes.
(3.13) Remark. (3.12) is the higher dimensional generalization of the
well known fact that Br(K )$QZ for a (1&) local field and (3.11) may be
considered as the higher dimensional analogue of Hilbert’s Theorem 90:
H 1(K, Gm)=0. Note that in his proof that (GK , Z(2)[2]) is a class
formation Koya uses (3.12) and (implicity) (3.11) too. Indeed, to prove
Lichtenbaum’s axioms for Z(2) one needs the MercurjewSuslin Theorem.
Proof of (3.10). From Lemma (3.9)(i) one can easily deduce that
Hi(K, C .K ) is a torsion group for i>0. (3.9)(ii) yields an exact sequence
H 0(K, C .K ) w
: Hn(K, Zm(n)) wH 1(K, C .K )m  0.
Therefore to show that H 1(K, C .K)=0 it is enough to see that : is surjec-
tive. However, this follows at once from (3.9)(iii) and (3.11). Since the same
argument applies to any finite extension LK we obtain (CF1).
The exact sequence
0=H 1(K, C .K )  Hn+1(K, Zm(n))  H 2(K, C
.
K )m  0
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and Theorem (3.12)(i) shows that
H 2(K, C .K )$H n+1(K, QZ(n))$QZ.
Finally axiom (CF3) follows from (3.12)(ii). K
Proof of Theorem (3.14). For every finite separable extension LK put
M(L)=H 0(L, C .K). According to (2.2) there is a reciprocity map
\~ L : M(L)  GabL with dense image. If LK is Galois then \~ K induces an
isomorphism M(K )cor(M(L))$Gal(LK )ab. We have seen above that
there is an isomorphism :: M(K )m  Hn(K, Zm(n)) for all m. For LK
Galois let m=[L : K ]. We define the surjective map \LK : K Mn (K ) 
Gal(LK )ab to be the composite
K Mn (K ) wK
M
n (K )m w
hK Hn(K, Zm(n)) w:
&1
M(K )m w\~ Gal(LK )ab.
Clearly, if L$ L$K is a second Galois extension then proj b \L$K=\LK
where proj: Gal(L$K )ab  Gal(LK )ab is the natural projection. On pass-
ing to the projective limit over all Galois extensions LK we get the
reciprocity map \K : K Mn (K )  G
ab
K . If LK is a finite separable extension
then
K Mn (L) ww
\L GabL
NLK
K Mn (K ) ww
\K GabK
commutes. This follows easily from the commutativity of the diagram
K Mn (L)m ww
hL Hn(L, Zm(n)) ww:
&1
M(L)m
N cor cor
K Mn (K )m ww
hK Hn(K, Zm(n)) ww:
&1
M(K )m.
Note that all horizontal maps are isomorphisms. Hence if LK is Galois
and m=[L : K ] we get by (2.10)
K Mn (K )NLKK
M
n (L)=K
M
n (K )NLKK
M
n (L)Zm
$(M(K )cor(M(L)))Zm
$Gal(LK )ab. K
(3.15) Remark. Let K be an n-local field of characteristic 0. Instead of
Z8 (n) one may also consider the complex of GK -modules
Z(n) :=t0Z n(Spec K s, 2n&.)
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where Z .(Spec Ks, . ) is the Bloch-complex (see [B1]). We have
(i) Z(n) is acyclic outside of [0, n].
(ii) For all m # N there is a triangle
Z(n) wm Z(n) wZm(n) wZ(n)[1].
(iii) There is a canonical map K Mn (K )=CH
n(K, n)  Hn(K, Z(n))
such that
hK
K Mn (K )
H n(K, Zm(n))
Hn(K, Z(n))
commutes.
The only nontrivial assertion is (ii) which follows from results of Suslin
[Su]. Indeed we have an exact sequence of complexes of GK -modules
0 w Zn(Ks, 2n&. ) wm Zn(Ks, 2n&. ) wZn(Ks, 2n&.; Zm) w0.
By [Su] we have CHn(Ks, 2n&q ; Zm)=Zm(n) or =0 according to
whether q=0 or q{0, hence Zn(Ks, 2n&.; Zm)$Zm(n) in D(GK ) and
CHn(Ks, 2n&q) is uniquely divisible for q<0. Clearly this implies (ii).
Now as in (3.10) one can show that (GK , Z(n)[n]) is a class formation
and similar to the proof of (3.14) one can see that the composite
\ : K Mn (K )  H
n(K, Z(n))  GabK
induces an isomorphism K Mn (K )NLKK
M
n (L)$Gal(LK)
ab for every Galois
extension LK.
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